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You can choose several data access frameworks when building Java enterprise
applications that work with relational databases. But what about big data? This
hands-on introduction shows you how Spring Data makes it relatively easy to
build applications across a wide range of new data access technologies such as
NoSQL and Hadoop. Through several sample projects, you’ll learn how Spring
Data provides a consistent programming model that retains NoSQL-specific
features and capabilities, and helps you develop Hadoop applications across a
wide range of use-cases such as data analysis, event stream processing, and
workflow. You’ll also discover the features Spring Data adds to Spring’s existing
JPA and JDBC support for writing RDBMS-based data access layers. Learn
about Spring’s template helper classes to simplify the use of database-specific
functionality Explore Spring Data’s repository abstraction and advanced query
functionality Use Spring Data with Redis (key/value store), HBase (columnfamily), MongoDB (document database), and Neo4j (graph database) Discover
the GemFire distributed data grid solution Export Spring Data JPA-managed
entities to the Web as RESTful web services Simplify the development of HBase
applications, using a lightweight object-mapping framework Build example bigdata pipelines with Spring Batch and Spring Integration
Apply microservices patterns to build resilient and scalable distributed systems
Key Features Understand the challenges of building large-scale microservice
landscapes Build cloud-native production-ready microservices with this
comprehensive guide Discover how to get the best out of Spring Cloud,
Kubernetes, and Istio when used together Book Description Microservices
architecture allows developers to build and maintain applications with ease, and
enterprises are rapidly adopting it to build software using Spring Boot as their
default framework. With this book, you’ll learn how to efficiently build and deploy
microservices using Spring Boot. This microservices book will take you through
tried and tested approaches to building distributed systems and implementing
microservices architecture in your organization. Starting with a set of simple
cooperating microservices developed using Spring Boot, you’ll learn how you
can add functionalities such as persistence, make your microservices reactive,
and describe their APIs using Swagger/OpenAPI. As you advance, you’ll
understand how to add different services from Spring Cloud to your microservice
system. The book also demonstrates how to deploy your microservices using
Kubernetes and manage them with Istio for improved security and traffic
management. Finally, you’ll explore centralized log management using the EFK
stack and monitor microservices using Prometheus and Grafana. By the end of
this book, you’ll be able to build microservices that are scalable and robust using
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Spring Boot and Spring Cloud. What you will learn Build reactive microservices
using Spring Boot Develop resilient and scalable microservices using Spring
Cloud Use OAuth 2.0/OIDC and Spring Security to protect public APIs Implement
Docker to bridge the gap between development, testing, and production Deploy
and manage microservices using Kubernetes Apply Istio for improved security,
observability, and traffic management Who this book is for This book is for Java
and Spring developers and architects who want to learn how to break up their
existing monoliths into microservices and deploy them either on-premises or in
the cloud using Kubernetes as a container orchestrator and Istio as a service
Mesh. No familiarity with microservices architecture is required to get started with
this book.
Leverage this rich framework to develop efficient applications and services in no
time Key Features Learn key skills for building complete professional Java
applications Develop your own blogging application as you learn core concepts
Master the core concepts of Spring Boot with hands-on exercises and activities
Book Description Spring Boot 2 Fundamentals begins with the basics of Spring
Boot. You will write and test simple code using the Spring Framework and then
use these skills to learn advanced concepts, such as creating an HTML-based
frontend with dynamic data and HTML forms. As you make your way through the
chapters, you will create a simple web interface to display blog posts, list all
articles, along with creating and editing blog articles. You will work with the REST
API functionality that Spring Boot offers and secure your blog application. By the
end of this book, you will have learned how to persist your blog posts in a
database, bringing everything together as a web application. What you will learn
Create your own Spring Boot application from scratch Write comprehensive unit
tests for your applications Store data in a relational database Build your own
RESTful API with Spring Boot Developa rich web interface for your applications
Secure your application with Spring Security Who this book is for Spring Boot 2
Fundamentals is for you if you want to create modern web applications or
RESTful services with Java. You should at least have basic knowledge of Java
and know how to compile an application with a given POM file with Maven. You
don't need to be an HTML expert, but you should know how HTML works and
how to keep a file XML/XHTML compliant.
Microservices are the next big thing in designing scalable, easy-to-maintain
applications. This latest edition of Mastering Microservices with Java, works on
Java 11. It covers a wide range of exciting, new developments in the world of
microservices such as microservices patterns, interprocess communication with
gRPC, and service orchestration.
Solve all your Spring Boot 2 problems using complete and real-world code
examples. When you start a new project, you’ll be able to copy the code and
configuration files from this book, and then modify them for your needs. This can
save you a great deal of work over creating a project from scratch. Using a
problem-solution approach, Spring Boot 2 Recipes quickly introduces you to
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Pivotal's Spring Boot 2 micro-framework, then dives into code snippets on how to
apply and integrate Spring Boot 2 with the Spring MVC web framework, Spring
Web Sockets, and microservices. You'll also get solutions to common problems
with persistence, integrating Spring Boot with batch processing, algorithmic
programming via Spring Batch, and much more. Other recipes cover topics such
as using and integrating Boot with Spring's enterprise services, Spring
Integration, testing, monitoring and more. What You'll Learn Get reusable code
recipes and snippets for the Spring Boot 2 micro-framework Discover how Spring
Boot 2 integrates with other Spring APIs, tools, and frameworks Access Spring
MVC and the new Spring Web Sockets for simpler web development Work with
microservices for web services development and integration with your Spring
Boot applications Add persistence and a data tier seamlessly to make your
Spring Boot web application do more Integrate enterprise services to create a
more complex Java application using Spring Boot Who This Book Is For
Experienced Java and Spring programmers.
Use Spring Boot to build lightning-fast apps About This Book Get up to date with
the defining characteristics of Spring Boot 2.0 in Spring Framework 5 Learn to
perform Reactive programming with SpringBoot Learn about developer tools,
AMQP messaging, WebSockets, security, MongoDB data access, REST, and
more Who This Book Is For This book is designed for both novices and
experienced Spring developers. It will teach you how to override Spring Boot's
opinions and frees you from the need to define complicated configurations. What
You Will Learn Create powerful, production-grade applications and services with
minimal fuss Support multiple environments with one artifact, and add productiongrade support with features Find out how to tweak your apps through different
properties Use custom metrics to track the number of messages published and
consumed Enhance the security model of your apps Make use of reactive
programming in Spring Boot Build anything from lightweight unit tests to fully
running embedded web container integration tests In Detail Spring Boot provides
a variety of features that address today's business needs along with today's
scalable requirements. In this book, you will learn how to leverage powerful
databases and Spring Boot's state-of-the-art WebFlux framework. This practical
guide will help you get up and running with all the latest features of Spring Boot,
especially the new Reactor-based toolkit. The book starts off by helping you build
a simple app, then shows you how to bundle and deploy it to the cloud. From
here, we take you through reactive programming, showing you how to interact
with controllers and templates and handle data access. Once you're done, you
can start writing unit tests, slice tests, embedded container tests, and even
autoconfiguration tests. We go into detail about developer tools, AMQP
messaging, WebSockets, security, and deployment. You will learn how to secure
your application using both routes and method-based rules. By the end of the
book, you'll have built a social media platform from which to apply the lessons
you have learned to any problem. If you want a good understanding of building
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scalable applications using the core functionality of Spring Boot, this is the book
for you. Style and approach This book takes a tutorial-based approach to teach
you all you need to know to get up and running with the latest version of Spring
Boot. Filled with examples, you will gain hands-on experience of every area that
Spring tackles.
Find out how to implement the REST architecture to build resilient software in
Java with the help of the Spring 5.0 framework. Key Features Follow best
practices and explore techniques such as clustering and caching to achieve a
reactive, scalable web service. Leverage the Spring Framework to quickly
implement RESTful endpoints. Learn to implement a client library for a RESTful
web service using the Spring Framework along with the new front end
framework. Book Description REST is an architectural style that tackles the
challenges of building scalable web services. In today's connected world, APIs
have taken a central role on the web. APIs provide the fabric through which
systems interact, and REST has become synonymous with APIs.The depth,
breadth, and ease of use of Spring makes it one of the most attractive
frameworks in the Java ecosystem. Marrying the two technologies is therefore a
very natural choice.This book takes you through the design of RESTful web
services and leverages the Spring Framework to implement these services.
Starting from the basics of the philosophy behind REST, you'll go through the
steps of designing and implementing an enterprise-grade RESTful web service.
Taking a practical approach, each chapter provides code samples that you can
apply to your own circumstances.This second edition brings forth the power of
the latest Spring 5.0 release, working with MVC built-in as well as the front end
framework. It then goes beyond the use of Spring to explores approaches to
tackle resilience, security, and scalability concerns. Improve performance of your
applications with the new HTTP 2.0 standards. You'll learn techniques to deal
with security in Spring and discover how to implement unit and integration test
strategies.Finally, the book ends by walking you through building a Java client for
your RESTful web service, along with some scaling techniques using the new
Spring Reactive libraries. What you will learn Deep dive into the principles behind
REST Expose CRUD operations through RESTful endpoints with the Spring
Framework Devise response formats and error handling strategies, offering a
consistent and flexible structure to simplify integration for service consumers
Follow the best approaches for dealing with a service's evolution while
maintaining backward compatibility Understand techniques to secure web
services Comply with the best ways to test RESTful web services, including tips
for load testing Optimise and scale web services using techniques such as
caching and clustering Who this book is for This book is intended for those who
want to learn to build RESTful web services with the latest Spring 5.0
Framework. To make best use of the code samples included in the book, you
should have a basic knowledge of the Java language. Previous experience with
the Spring Framework would also help you get up and running quickly.
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Learn to develop, test, and deploy your Spring Boot distributed application and
explore various best practices. Key Features Build and deploy your microservices
architecture in the cloud Build event-driven resilient systems using Hystrix and
Turbine Explore API management tools such as KONG and API documentation
tools such as Swagger Book Description Spring is one of the best frameworks on
the market for developing web, enterprise, and cloud ready software. Spring Boot
simplifies the building of complex software dramatically by reducing the amount
of boilerplate code, and by providing production-ready features and a simple
deployment model. This book will address the challenges related to power that
come with Spring Boot's great configurability and flexibility. You will understand
how Spring Boot configuration works under the hood, how to overwrite default
configurations, and how to use advanced techniques to prepare Spring Boot
applications to work in production. This book will also introduce readers to a
relatively new topic in the Spring ecosystem – cloud native patterns, reactive
programming, and applications. Get up to speed with microservices with Spring
Boot and Spring Cloud. Each chapter aims to solve a specific problem or teach
you a useful skillset. By the end of this book, you will be proficient in building and
deploying your Spring Boot application. What you will learn Build logically
structured and highly maintainable Spring Boot applications Configure RESTful
microservices using Spring Boot Make the application production and operationfriendly with Spring Actuator Build modern, high-performance distributed
applications using cloud patterns Manage and deploy your Spring Boot
application to the cloud (AWS) Monitor distributed applications using log
aggregation and ELK Who this book is for The book is targeted at experienced
Spring and Java developers who have a basic knowledge of working with Spring
Boot. The reader should be familiar with Spring Boot basics, and aware of its
benefits over traditional Spring Framework-based applications.
Sale - Reg. Price $19.99 From Zero Spring Experience to Building Your First
Microservice with Spring Boot 2 Learn to build your first microservice with Spring
Boot. Together we will write a production-ready microservice with a REST API in
just a few hours. All starting from having zero experience with Spring at
all.Revised and extended 3rd editionUpdate: Using Spring Boot 2.1.8.RELEASE
version.Our guides give you brief lessons on a single topic to get you started in
no time. We leave the fluff out so you can focus and learn better and faster. Stop
wasting hours of your life watching video courses or reading boring
compendiums. Use our guide and save your precious time and be way ahead of
your competitors on that next big project.We build a real application (less than
850 lines of code though) using a standard Maven project structure together, and
I will explain you the steps and libraries involved on the go. You must know
Java.You learn best by coding. The way I love learning too. And not by reading
fluffy compendiums or watching 10 hours and more of videos. Sure, you can do
that, but any developer following my guide will be way ahead of you before you
are even halfway through that video course.What you will build:We build a
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Microservice for storing comments and providing a REST Interface for interacting
with the data. The sample application is modeled after a real production
application to guide you through building your first Spring Boot application.What
you will learn: What problem the Spring Framework actually solves The basics of
the Spring Framework aka Core How to build a microservice with Spring Boot 2
How to work with a relational database using the Spring Data JPA Framework
How to write the REST API using Spring MVC How to create a service layer and
integrate a legacy library using its own Spring ApplicationContext in an XML file
How to test the application A simple way to secure your application How to use
monitoring and health check out of the box with Spring Boot How to deploy your
application How to navigate in the project with Maven You must have experience
with Java as we are not covering Java basics. Everything else we use is covered
in the guide.If you have questions, do not hesitate to contact me using the email
address at the end of the book. I'll answer your questions and improve the book
with your feedback. Promised!
Over 35 recipes to help you build, test, and run Spring applications using Spring
Boot About This Book Learn to create different types of Spring Boot applications,
configure behavior, and add custom components Become more efficient in
testing, deploying, and monitoring Spring Boot based applications This is a
practical guide that will help Spring developers to develop and deploy
applications using Spring Boot Who This Book Is For If you are a Spring
Developer who has good knowledge level and understanding of Spring Boot and
application development and now want to learn efficient Spring Boot
development techniques in order to make the existing development process more
efficient, then this book is for you. What You Will Learn Create Spring Boot
applications from scratch Configure and tune web applications and containers
Create custom Spring Boot auto-configurations and starters Use Spring Boot
Test framework with JUnit, Cucumber, and Spock Configure and tune web
applications and containers Deploy Spring Boot as self-starting executables and
Docker containers Monitor data using DropWizard, Graphite, and Dashing In
Detail Spring Boot is Spring's convention-over-configuration solution. This feature
makes it easy to create Spring applications and services with absolute minimum
fuss. Spring Boot has the great ability to be customized and enhanced, and is
specifically designed to simplify development of a new Spring application. This
book will provide many detailed insights about the inner workings of Spring Boot,
as well as tips and recipes to integrate the third-party frameworks and
components needed to build complex enterprise-scale applications. The book
starts with an overview of the important and useful Spring Boot starters that are
included in the framework, and teaches you to create and add custom Servlet
Filters, Interceptors, Converters, Formatters, and PropertyEditors to a Spring
Boot web application. Next it will cover configuring custom routing rules and
patterns, adding additional static asset paths, and adding and modifying servlet
container connectors and other properties such as enabling SSL. Moving on, the
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book will teach you how to create custom Spring Boot Starters, and explore
different techniques to test Spring Boot applications. Next, the book will show you
examples of configuring your build to produce Docker images and self-executing
binary files for Linux/OSX environments. Finally, the book will teach you how to
create custom health indicators, and access monitoring data via HTTP and JMX.
Style and approach This book is a cohesive collection of recipes that provide
developers with a set of connected guidelines on how to build, configure, and
customize their application, starting from the design and development stages, all
the way through testing, deployment, and production monitoring.
Take your application development skills to the next level by implementing Spring
Boot features effectively Key Features This collection of effective recipes serves
as guidelines for Spring Boot application development Get up to date with
features of the latest version of Spring Boot 2.0 Tips and tricks to improve your
efficiency through the stages of software development Book Description The
Spring framework provides great flexibility for Java development, which also
results in tedious configuration work. Spring Boot addresses the configuration
difficulties of Spring and makes it easy to create standalone, production-grade
Spring-based applications. This practical guide makes the existing development
process more efficient. Spring Boot Cookbook 2.0 Second Edition smartly
combines all the skills and expertise to efficiently develop, test, deploy, and
monitor applications using Spring Boot on premise and in the cloud. We start with
an overview of the important Spring Boot features you will learn to create a web
application for a RESTful service. Learn to fine-tune the behavior of a web
application by learning about custom routes and asset paths and how to modify
routing patterns. Address the requirements of a complex enterprise application
and cover the creation of custom Spring Boot starters. This book also includes
examples of the new and improved facilities available to create various kinds of
tests introduced in Spring Boot 1.4 and 2.0, and gain insights into Spring Boot
DevTools. Explore the basics of Spring Boot Cloud modules and various Cloud
starters to make applications in “Cloud Native” and take advantage of Service
Discovery and Circuit Breakers. What you will learn Get to know Spring Boot
Starters and create custom auto-configurations Work with custom annotations
that enable bean activation Use DevTools to easily develop and debug
applications Learn the effective testing techniques by integrating Cucumber and
Spock Observe an eternal application configuration using Consul Move your
existing Spring Boot applications to the cloud Use Hashicorp Consul and Netflix
Eureka for dynamic Service Discovery Understand the various mechanisms that
Spring Boot provides to examine an application’s health Who this book is for
This book is for Java Developers who have good knowledge and understanding
of Spring and Java application development.
Summary A developer-focused guide to writing applications using Spring Boot.
You'll learn how to bypass the tedious configuration steps so that you can
concentrate on your application's behavior. Purchase of the print book includes a
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free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About
the Technology The Spring Framework simplifies enterprise Java development,
but it does require lots of tedious configuration work. Spring Boot radically
streamlines spinning up a Spring application. You get automatic configuration
and a model with established conventions for build-time and runtime
dependencies. You also get a handy command-line interface you can use to write
scripts in Groovy. Developers who use Spring Boot often say that they can't
imagine going back to hand configuring their applications. About the Book Spring
Boot in Action is a developer-focused guide to writing applications using Spring
Boot. In it, you'll learn how to bypass configuration steps so you can focus on
your application's behavior. Spring expert Craig Walls uses interesting and
practical examples to teach you both how to use the default settings effectively
and how to override and customize Spring Boot for your unique environment.
Along the way, you'll pick up insights from Craig's years of Spring development
experience. What's Inside Develop Spring apps more efficiently Minimal to no
configuration Runtime metrics with the Actuator Covers Spring Boot 1.3 About
the Reader Written for readers familiar with the Spring Framework. About the
Author Craig Walls is a software developer, author of the popular book Spring in
Action, Fourth Edition, and a frequent speaker at conferences. Table of Contents
Bootstarting Spring Developing your first Spring Boot application Customizing
configuration Testing with Spring Boot Getting Groovy with the Spring Boot CLI
Applying Grails in Spring Boot Taking a peek inside with the Actuator Deploying
Spring Boot applications APPENDIXES Spring Boot developer tools Spring Boot
starters Configuration properties Spring Boot dependencies
Develop efficient and modern full-stack applications using Spring Boot and React
16 Key Features Develop resourceful backends using Spring Boot and faultless
frontends using React. Explore the techniques involved in creating a full-stack
app by going through a methodical approach. Learn to add CRUD functionalities
and use Material UI in the user interface to make it more user-friendly. Book
Description Apart from knowing how to write frontend and backend code, a fullstack engineer has to tackle all the problems that are encountered in the
application development life cycle, starting from a simple idea to UI design, the
technical design, and all the way to implementing, testing, production,
deployment, and monitoring. This book covers the full set of technologies that
you need to know to become a full-stack web developer with Spring Boot for the
backend and React for the frontend. This comprehensive guide demonstrates
how to build a modern full-stack application in practice. This book will teach you
how to build RESTful API endpoints and work with the data access Layer of
Spring, using Hibernate as the ORM. As we move ahead, you will be introduced
to the other components of Spring, such as Spring Security, which will teach you
how to secure the backend. Then, we will move on to the frontend, where you will
be introduced to React, a modern JavaScript library for building fast and reliable
user interfaces, and its app development environment and components. You will
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also create a Docker container for your application. Finally, the book will lay out
the best practices that underpin professional full-stack web development. What
you will learn Create a RESTful web service with Spring Boot Understand how to
use React for frontend programming Gain knowledge of how to create unit tests
using JUnit Discover the techniques that go into securing the backend using
Spring Security Learn how to use Material UI in the user interface to make it
more user-friendly Create a React app by using the Create React App starter kit
made by Facebook Who this book is for Java developers who are familiar with
Spring, but have not yet built full-stack applications
Spring in Action introduces you to the ideas behind Spring and then quickly
launches into a hands-on exploration of the framework. Combining short code
snippets and an ongoing example developed throughout the book, it shows you
how to build simple and efficient J2EE applications. You will see how to solve
persistence problems using the leading open-source tools, and also how to
integrate your application with the most popular web frameworks. You will learn
how to use Spring to manage the bulk of your infrastructure code so you can
focus on what really matters your critical business needs. Spring in Action has
been completely updated to cover the exciting new features of Spring 2.0. The
book begins by introducing you to the core concepts of Spring and then quickly
launches into a hands-on exploration of the framework.Part 1 - Spring
EssentialsPart 2 - Spring in the Business LayerPart 3 - Spring in the Web Layer
Spring Boot 2.4 is what everyone turns to build top-of-the line systems... ...when
it comes to Java application development. Learn the latest features that can
make your apps rock solid including: Web and Data access Developer tools and
test support Operational features Docker container baking li>GraalVM production
support Messaging Security More! Written cover-to-cover using Java's de facto
toolkit, Spring, your apps will perform like never before. Grab your copy today
and learn to build top notch, powerful solutions with modern tactics. Greg L.
Turnquist works on the Spring team as a principal developer at VMware. He is a
committer to Spring HATEOAS, Spring Data, Spring Boot, R2DBC, and Spring
Session for MongoDB. He has written Hacking with Spring Boot 2.3: Reactive
Edition as well as Packt's best-selling title, Learning Spring Boot 2.0 2nd Edition.
He co-founded the Nashville Java User Group in 2010 and hasn't met a Java app
(yet) that he doesn't like. Be sure to subscribe to Spring Boot Learning, the
YouTube channel where you learn about Spring Boot and have fun doing it at
YouTube.com/GregTurnquis
Summary Spring in Action, 5th Edition is the fully updated revision of Manning's
bestselling Spring in Action. This new edition includes all Spring 5.0 updates,
along with new examples on reactive programming, Spring WebFlux, and
microservices. You'll also find the latest Spring best practices, including Spring
Boot for application setup and configuration. Purchase of the print book includes
a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About
the Technology Spring Framework makes life easier for Java developers. New
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features in Spring 5 bring its productivity-focused approach to microservices,
reactive development, and other modern application designs. With Spring Boot
now fully integrated, you can start even complex projects with minimal
configuration code. And the upgraded WebFlux framework supports reactive
apps right out of the box! About the Book Spring in Action, 5th Edition guides you
through Spring's core features, explained in Craig Walls' famously clear style.
You'll roll up your sleeves and build a secure database-backed web app step by
step. Along the way, you'll explore reactive programming, microservices, service
discovery, RESTful APIs, deployment, and expert best practices. Whether you're
just discovering Spring or leveling up to Spring 5.0, this Manning classic is your
ticket! What's inside Building reactive applications Spring MVC for web apps and
RESTful web services Securing applications with Spring Security Covers Spring
5.0 Over 100,000 copies sold! About the Reader For intermediate Java
developers. About the Author Craig Walls is a principal software engineer at
Pivotal, a popular author, an enthusiastic supporter of Spring Framework, and a
frequent conference speaker. Table of Contents PART 1 - FOUNDATIONAL
SPRING Getting started with Spring Developing web applications Working with
data Securing Spring Working with configuration properties PART 2 INTEGRATED SPRING Creating REST services Consuming REST services
Sending messages asynchronously Integrating Spring PART 3 - REACTIVE
SPRING Introducing Reactor Developing reactive APIs Persisting data reactively
PART 4 CLOUD-NATIVE SPRING Discovering services Managing configuration
Handling failure and latency PART 5 - DEPLOYED SPRING Working with Spring
Boot Actuator Administering Spring Monitoring Spring with JMX Deploying Spring
After her "stand-in mother," a bold black woman named Rosaleen, insults the three
biggest racists in town, Lily Owens joins Rosaleen on a journey to Tiburon, South
Carolina, where they are taken in by three black, bee-keeping sisters.
What separates the traditional enterprise from the likes of Amazon, Netflix, and Etsy?
Those companies have refined the art of cloud native development to maintain their
competitive edge and stay well ahead of the competition. This practical guide shows
Java/JVM developers how to build better software, faster, using Spring Boot, Spring
Cloud, and Cloud Foundry. Many organizations have already waded into cloud
computing, test-driven development, microservices, and continuous integration and
delivery. Authors Josh Long and Kenny Bastani fully immerse you in the tools and
methodologies that will help you transform your legacy application into one that is
genuinely cloud native. In four sections, this book takes you through: The Basics: learn
the motivations behind cloud native thinking; configure and test a Spring Boot
application; and move your legacy application to the cloud Web Services: build HTTP
and RESTful services with Spring; route requests in your distributed system; and build
edge services closer to the data Data Integration: manage your data with Spring Data,
and integrate distributed services with Spring’s support for event-driven, messagingcentric architectures Production: make your system observable; use service brokers to
connect stateful services; and understand the big ideas behind continuous delivery
This book takes you through tried and tested approaches to building distributed
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systems and
implementing microservices architecture. It follows a single real-world
project from start to finish, using Spring Boot, Spring Cloud, and a full suite of related
tools and frameworks for development, security, testing, and deployment.
Build smart, efficient, and fast enterprise-grade web implementation of the
microservices architecture that can be easily scaled. Key Features Write easy-tomaintain lean and clean code with Kotlin for developing better microservices Scale your
Microserivces in your own cloud with Docker and Docker Swarm Explore Spring 5
functional reactive web programming with Spring WebFlux Book Description With
Google's inclusion of first-class support for Kotlin in their Android ecosystem, Kotlin's
future as a mainstream language is assured. Microservices help design scalable, easyto-maintain web applications; Kotlin allows us to take advantage of modern idioms to
simplify our development and create high-quality services. With 100% interoperability
with the JVM, Kotlin makes working with existing Java code easier. Well-known Java
systems such as Spring, Jackson, and Reactor have included Kotlin modules to exploit
its language features. This book guides the reader in designing and implementing
services, and producing production-ready, testable, lean code that's shorter and simpler
than a traditional Java implementation. Reap the benefits of using the reactive
paradigm and take advantage of non-blocking techniques to take your services to the
next level in terms of industry standards. You will consume NoSQL databases
reactively to allow you to create high-throughput microservices. Create cloud-native
microservices that can run on a wide range of cloud providers, and monitor them. You
will create Docker containers for your microservices and scale them. Finally, you will
deploy your microservices in OpenShift Online. What you will learn Understand
microservice architectures and principles Build microservices in Kotlin using Spring
Boot 2.0 and Spring Framework 5.0 Create reactive microservices that perform nonblocking operations with Spring WebFlux Use Spring Data to get data reactively from
MongoDB Test effectively with JUnit and Kotlin Create cloud-native microservices with
Spring Cloud Build and publish Docker images of your microservices Scaling
microservices with Docker Swarm Monitor microservices with JMX Deploy
microservices in OpenShift Online Who this book is for If you are a Kotlin developer
with a basic knowledge of microservice architectures and now want to effectively
implement these services on enterprise-level web applications, then this book is for you
Learn various design patterns and best practices in Spring 5 and use them to solve
common design problems. About This Book Explore best practices for designing an
application Manage your code easily with Spring's Dependency Injection pattern
Understand the benefits that the right design patterns can offer your toolkit Who This
Book Is For This book is for developers who would like to use design patterns to
address common problems while designing an app using the Spring Framework and
Reactive Programming approach. A basic knowledge of the Spring Framework and
Java is assumed. What You Will Learn Develop applications using dependency
injection patterns Learn best practices to design enterprise applications Explore AspectOriented Programming relating to transactions, security, and caching. Build web
applications using traditional Spring MVC patterns Learn to configure Spring using
XML, annotations, and Java. Implement caching to improve application performance.
Understand concurrency and handle multiple connections inside a web server. Utilizing
Reactive Programming Pattern to build Reactive web applications. In Detail Design
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patterns help
speed up the development process by offering well tested and proven
solutions to common problems. These patterns coupled with the Spring framework offer
tremendous improvements in the development process. The book begins with an
overview of Spring Framework 5.0 and design patterns. You will understand the
Dependency Injection pattern, which is the main principle behind the decoupling
process that Spring performs, thus making it easier to manage your code. You will learn
how GoF patterns can be used in Application Design. You will then learn to use Proxy
patterns in Aspect Oriented Programming and remoting. Moving on, you will understand
the JDBC template patterns and their use in abstracting database access. Then, you
will be introduced to MVC patterns to build Reactive web applications. Finally, you will
move on to more advanced topics such as Reactive streams and Concurrency. At the
end of this book, you will be well equipped to develop efficient enterprise applications
using Spring 5 with common design patterns Style and approach The book takes a
pragmatic approach, showing various design patterns and best-practice considerations,
including the Reactive programming approach with the Spring 5 Framework and ways
to solve common development and design problems for enterprise applications.
Spring Security in Action shows you how to prevent cross-site scripting and request
forgery attacks before they do damage. You’ll start with the basics, simulating
password upgrades and adding multiple types of authorization. As your skills grow,
you'll adapt Spring Security to new architectures and create advanced OAuth2
configurations. By the time you're done, you'll have a customized Spring Security
configuration that protects against threats both common and extraordinary. Summary
While creating secure applications is critically important, it can also be tedious and timeconsuming to stitch together the required collection of tools. For Java developers, the
powerful Spring Security framework makes it easy for you to bake security into your
software from the very beginning. Filled with code samples and practical examples,
Spring Security in Action teaches you how to secure your apps from the most common
threats, ranging from injection attacks to lackluster monitoring. In it, you'll learn how to
manage system users, configure secure endpoints, and use OAuth2 and OpenID
Connect for authentication and authorization. Purchase of the print book includes a free
eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About the
technology Security is non-negotiable. You rely on Spring applications to transmit data,
verify credentials, and prevent attacks. Adopting "secure by design" principles will
protect your network from data theft and unauthorized intrusions. About the book Spring
Security in Action shows you how to prevent cross-site scripting and request forgery
attacks before they do damage. You’ll start with the basics, simulating password
upgrades and adding multiple types of authorization. As your skills grow, you'll adapt
Spring Security to new architectures and create advanced OAuth2 configurations. By
the time you're done, you'll have a customized Spring Security configuration that
protects against threats both common and extraordinary. What's inside Encoding
passwords and authenticating users Securing endpoints Automating security testing
Setting up a standalone authorization server About the reader For experienced Java
and Spring developers. About the author Laurentiu Spilca is a dedicated development
lead and trainer at Endava, with over ten years of Java experience. Table of Contents
PART 1 - FIRST STEPS 1 Security Today 2 Hello Spring Security PART 2 IMPLEMENTATION 3 Managing users 4 Dealing with passwords 5 Implementing
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authentication
6 Hands-on: A small secured web application 7 Configuring
authorization: Restricting access 8 Configuring authorization: Applying restrictions 9
Implementing filters 10 Applying CSRF protection and CORS 11 Hands-on: A
separation of responsibilities 12 How does OAuth 2 work? 13 OAuth 2: Implementing
the authorization server 14 OAuth 2: Implementing the resource server 15 OAuth 2:
Using JWT and cryptographic signatures 16 Global method security: Pre- and
postauthorizations 17 Global method security: Pre- and postfiltering 18 Hands-on: An
OAuth 2 application 19 Spring Security for reactive apps 20 Spring Security testing
Learning Spring Boot 2.0Simplify the development of lightning fast applications based
on microservices and reactive programmingPackt Publishing Ltd
Build Java-based microservices architecture using the Spring Boot 3 framework by
evolving an application from a small monolith to an event-driven architecture composed
of several services. This revised book follows an incremental approach in teaching the
structure of microservices, test-driven development, Eureka, Ribbon, Zuul, and end-toend tests with Cucumber. This updated book now covers what's been added to the new
Spring Boot 3 release, including support for the latest Java SE LTS; changes to the
Stream Editor UI; Maven preemptive authentication; building Docker images using
cloud-native build packs; building layered jars for optimized Docker images; E2E
traceability for configuration properties; many dependency upgrades; support for Spring
Data Neumann; and more. Author Moises Macero uses a pragmatic approach to
explain the benefits of using this type of software architecture, instead of keeping you
distracted with theoretical concepts. He covers some of the state-of-the-art techniques
in computer programming, from a practical point of view. You’ll focus on what's
important, starting with the minimum viable product but keeping the flexibility to evolve
it. What You Will Learn Build microservices with Spring Boot 3 Use event-driven
architecture and messaging with RabbitMQ Master service discovery with Eureka and
load balancing with Ribbon Route requests with Zuul as your API gateway Write end-toend tests for an event-driven architecture using Cucumber Carry out continuous
integration and deployment Who This Book Is For Those with at least some prior
experience with Java programming. Some prior exposure to Spring Boot recommended
but not required.
Resilience and fault tolerance are a must, or your system will fall apart. This book will
teach you how to build a resilient microservice infrastructure using proven patterns with
Spring Boot 2 and Spring Cloud. -A comprehensive guide to building full stack applications covering frontend and serverside programming, data management, and web security Key Features Unleash the
power of React Hooks to build interactive and complex user interfaces Build scalable
full stack applications designed to meet demands of modern users Understand how the
Axios library simplifies CRUD operations Book Description React Hooks have changed
the way React components are coded. They enable you to write components in a more
intuitive way without using classes, which makes your code easier to read and
maintain. Building on from the previous edition, this book is updated with React Hooks
and the latest changes introduced in create-react-app and Spring Boot 2.1. This book
starts with a brief introduction to Spring Boot. You'll understand how to use dependency
injection and work with the data access layer of Spring using Hibernate as the ORM
tool. You'll then learn how to build your own RESTful API endpoints for web
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As you advance, the book introduces you to other Spring components,
such as Spring Security to help you secure the backend. Moving on, you'll explore
React and its app development environment and components for building your
frontend. Finally, you'll create a Docker container for your application by implementing
the best practices that underpin professional full stack web development. By the end of
this book, you'll be equipped with all the knowledge you need to build modern full stack
applications with Spring Boot for the backend and React for the frontend. What you will
learn Create a RESTful web service with Spring Boot Grasp the fundamentals of
dependency injection and how to use it for backend development Discover techniques
for securing the backend using Spring Security Understand how to use React for
frontend programming Benefit from the Heroku cloud server by deploying your
application to it Delve into the techniques for creating unit tests using JUnit Explore the
Material UI component library to make more user-friendly user interfaces Who this book
is for If you are a Java developer familiar with Spring, but are new to building full stack
applications, this is the book for you.
A practical, comprehensive, and user-friendly approach to building microservices in
Spring About This Book Update existing applications to integrate reactive streams
released as a part of Spring 5.0 Learn how to use Docker and Mesos to push the
boundaries and build successful microservices Upgrade the capability model to
implement scalable microservices Who This Book Is For This book is ideal for Spring
developers who want to build cloud-ready, Internet-scale applications, and simple
RESTful services to meet modern business demands. What You Will Learn Familiarize
yourself with the microservices architecture and its benefits Find out how to avoid
common challenges and pitfalls while developing microservices Use Spring Boot and
Spring Cloud to develop microservices Handle logging and monitoring microservices
Leverage Reactive Programming in Spring 5.0 to build modern cloud native
applications Manage internet-scale microservices using Docker, Mesos, and Marathon
Gain insights into the latest inclusion of Reactive Streams in Spring and make
applications more resilient and scalable In Detail The Spring Framework is an
application framework and inversion of the control container for the Java platform. The
framework's core features can be used by any Java application, but there are
extensions to build web applications on top of the Java EE platform. This book will help
you implement the microservice architecture in Spring Framework, Spring Boot, and
Spring Cloud. Written to the latest specifications of Spring that focuses on Reactive
Programming, you'll be able to build modern, internet-scale Java applications in no
time. The book starts off with guidelines to implement responsive microservices at
scale. Next, you will understand how Spring Boot is used to deploy serverless
autonomous services by removing the need to have a heavyweight application server.
Later, you'll learn how to go further by deploying your microservices to Docker and
managing them with Mesos. By the end of the book, you will have gained more clarity
on the implementation of microservices using Spring Framework and will be able to use
them in internet-scale deployments through real-world examples. Style and approach
The book takes a step-by-step approach on developing microservices using Spring
Framework, Spring Boot, and a set of Spring Cloud components that will help you scale
your applications.
Learn Spring Boot and how to build Java-based enterprise, web, and microservice
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with it. In this book, you'll see how to work with relational and NoSQL
databases, build your first microservice, enterprise, or web application, and enhance
that application with REST APIs. You'll also learn how to build reactive web applications
using Spring Boot along with Spring Web Reactive. Then you’ll secure your Spring
Boot-created application or service before testing and deploying it. After reading and
learning with Beginning Spring Boot 2, you'll have the skills and techniques to start
building your first Spring Boot applications and microservices with confidence to take
the next steps in your career journey. What You'll Learn Use Spring Boot
autoconfiguration Work with relational and NoSQL databases Build web applications
with Spring Boot Apply REST APIs using Spring Boot Create reactive web applications
using Spring Web Reactive Secure your Spring Boot applications or web services Test
and deploy your Spring Boot applications Who This Book Is For Experienced Java and
Spring Framework developers who are new to the new Spring Boot micro-framework.
This book is a beginners guide to Spring Boot 2.0. The purpose of this book is to give
users step by step instructions on how to implement fundamental web development
techniques in Spring Boot 2.0.This book covers several topics individually so that it is
much easier to grasp and use in real-life projects.Who this book forThis book is for
anyone interested in developing applications using the Spring Framework, and
specifically, Spring Boot 2. The readers may have prior experience of Spring Boot, but it
isn't required, as even beginners can benefit from the content of this book.
Master Spring basics and core topics, and share the authors’ insights and real–world
experiences with remoting, Hibernate, and EJB. Beyond the basics, you'll learn how to
leverage the Spring Framework to build the various tiers and parts of an enterprise
Java application: transactions, web and presentation tiers, deployment, and much
more. A full sample application allows you to apply many of the technologies and
techniques covered in Pro Spring 5 and see how they work together. This book updates
the perennial bestseller with the latest that the new Spring Framework 5 has to offer.
Now in its fifth edition, this popular title is by far the most comprehensive and definitive
treatment of Spring available. It covers the new functional web framework and
interoperability with Java 9. After reading this definitive book, you'll be armed with the
power of Spring to build complex Spring applications, top to bottom. The agile,
lightweight, open-source Spring Framework continues to be the de facto leading
enterprise Java application development framework for today's Java programmers and
developers. It works with other leading open-source, agile, and lightweight Java
technologies such as Hibernate, Groovy, MyBatis, and more. Spring now works with
Java EE and JPA 2 as well. What You'll Learn Discover what’s new in Spring
Framework 5 Use the Spring Framework with Java 9 Master data access and
transactions Work with the new functional web framework Create microservices and
other web services Who This Book Is For Experienced Java and enterprise Java
developers and programmers. Some experience with Spring highly recommended.
Develop diverse real-life projects including most aspects of Spring Boot Key Features
Run production-grade based applications using the Spring WebFlux framework Learn
to develop high performance, asynchronous applications with Spring Boot Create
robust microservice-based applications with Kotlin using Spring Boot Book Description
Spring is one of the best tools available on the market for developing web, enterprise,
and cloud-ready software. The goal of Spring Boot is to provide a set of tools for quickly
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applications that are easy to configure, and that make it easy to create
and run production-grade Spring-based applications. Spring Boot 2.0 Projects will get
you acquainted with important features of the latest version of this application-building
tool and will cover basic, as well as advanced topics. The book starts off by teaching
you how to create a web application using Spring Boot, followed by creating a Spring
Boot-based simple blog management system that uses Elasticsearch as the data store.
As you make your way through the chapters, you’ll build a RESTful web services
application using Kotlin and the Spring WebFlux framework. Spring WebFlux is a new
framework that helps in creating a reactive application in a functional way. Toward the
end of the book, you will build a taxi-hailing API with reactive microservices using
Spring Boot and a Twitter clone with a Spring Boot backend. Finally, you’ll learn how to
build an asynchronous email formatter. What you will learn Learn the fundamental
features of Spring Boot 2.0 Customize Spring Boot 2.0 applications Build a basic web
application Use Redis to build a taxi-hailing API Create a simple blog management
system and a Twitter clone Develop a reactive RESTful web service with Kotlin using
Spring Boot Who this book is for This book is for competent Spring developers who
wish to understand how to develop complex yet scalable applications with Spring Boot.
You must have a good knowledge of Java programming and be familiar with the basics
of Spring.
Quickly and productively develop complex Spring applications and microservices out of
the box, with minimal concern over things like configurations. This revised book will
show you how to fully leverage the Spring Boot 2 technology and how to apply it to
create enterprise ready applications that just work. It will also cover what's been added
to the new Spring Boot 2 release, including Spring Framework 5 features like WebFlux,
Security, Actuator and the new way to expose Metrics through Micrometer framework,
and more. This book is your authoritative hands-on practical guide for increasing your
enterprise Java and cloud application productivity while decreasing development time.
It's a no nonsense guide with case studies of increasing complexity throughout the
book. The author, a senior solutions architect and Principal Technical instructor with
Pivotal, the company behind the Spring Framework, shares his experience, insights
and first-hand knowledge about how Spring Boot technology works and best practices.
Pro Spring Boot 2 is an essential book for your Spring learning and reference library.
What You Will Learn Configure and use Spring Boot Use non-functional requirements
with Spring Boot Actuator Carry out web development with Spring Boot Persistence
with JDBC, JPA and NoSQL Databases Messaging with JMS, RabbitMQ and
WebSockets Test and deploy with Spring Boot A quick look at the Spring Cloud
projects Microservices and deployment to the Cloud Extend Spring Boot by creating
your own Spring Boot Starter and @Enable feature Who This Book Is For Experienced
Spring and Java developers seeking increased productivity gains and decreased
complexity and development time in their applications and software services.

An end-to-end software development guide for the Java eco-system using the
most advanced frameworks: Spring and Spring Boot. Learn the complete
workflow by building projects and solving problems. About This Book Learn
reactive programming by implementing a reactive application with Spring
WebFlux Create a robust and scalable messaging application with Spring
messaging support Get up-to-date with the defining characteristics of Spring Boot
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2.0 in Spring Framework 5 Learn about developer tools, AMQP messaging,
WebSockets, security, MongoDB data access, REST, and more This collection of
effective recipes serves as guidelines for Spring Boot application development
Who This Book Is For Java developers wanting to build production-grade
applications using the newest popular Spring tools for a rich end-to-end
application development experience. What You Will Learn Get to know the
Spring Boot and understand how it makes creating robust applications extremely
simple Understand how Spring Data helps us add persistence in MongoDB and
SQL databases Implement a websocket to add interactive behaviors in your
applications Create powerful, production-grade applications and services with
minimal fuss Use custom metrics to track the number of messages published and
consumed Build anything from lightweight unit tests to fully running embedded
web container integration tests Learn effective testing techniques by integrating
Cucumber and Spock Use Hashicorp Consul and Netflix Eureka for dynamic
Service Discovery In Detail Spring Framework has become the most popular
framework for Java development. It not only simplifies software development but
also improves developer productivity. This book covers effective ways to develop
robust applications in Java using Spring. The course is up made of three
modules, each one having a take-away relating to building end-to-end java
applications. The first module takes the approach of learning Spring frameworks
by building applications.You will learn to build APIs and integrate them with
popular fraemworks suh as AngularJS, Spring WebFlux, and Spring Data. You
will also learn to build microservices using Spring's support for Kotlin. You will
learn about the Reactive paradigm in the Spring architecture using Project
Reactor. In the second module, after getting hands-on with Spring, you will learn
about the most popular tool in the Spring ecosystem-Spring Boot. You will learn
to build applications with Spring Boot, bundle them, and deploy them on the
cloud. After learning to build applications with Spring Boot, you will be able to use
various tests that are an important part of application development. We also
cover the important developer tools such as AMQP messaging, websockets,
security, and more. This will give you a good functional understanding of scalable
development in the Spring ecosystem with Spring Boot. In the third and final
module, you will tackle the most important challenges in Java application
development with Spring Boot using practical recipes. Including recipes for
testing, deployment, monitoring, and securing your applications. This module will
also address the functional and technical requirements for building enterprise
applications. By the end of the course you will be comfortable with using Spring
and Spring Boot to develop Java applications and will have mastered the
intricacies of production-grade applications. Style and approach A simple step-bystep guide with practical examples to help you develop and deploy Spring and
Spring Boot applications in the real-world.
Develop your coding skills by exploring Java concepts and techniques such as
Strings, Objects and Types, Data Structures and Algorithms, Concurrency, and
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Functional programming Key Features Solve Java programming challenges and
get interview-ready by using the power of modern Java 11 Test your Java skills
using language features, algorithms, data structures, and design patterns Explore
areas such as web development, mobile development, and GUI programming
Book Description The super-fast evolution of the JDK between versions 8 and 12
has increased the learning curve of modern Java, therefore has increased the
time needed for placing developers in the Plateau of Productivity. Its new
features and concepts can be adopted to solve a variety of modern-day
problems. This book enables you to adopt an objective approach to common
problems by explaining the correct practices and decisions with respect to
complexity, performance, readability, and more. Java Coding Problems will help
you complete your daily tasks and meet deadlines. You can count on the 300+
applications containing 1,000+ examples in this book to cover the common and
fundamental areas of interest: strings, numbers, arrays, collections, data
structures, date and time, immutability, type inference, Optional, Java I/O, Java
Reflection, functional programming, concurrency and the HTTP Client API. Put
your skills on steroids with problems that have been carefully crafted to highlight
and cover the core knowledge that is accessed in daily work. In other words (no
matter if your task is easy, medium or complex) having this knowledge under
your tool belt is a must, not an option. By the end of this book, you will have
gained a strong understanding of Java concepts and have the confidence to
develop and choose the right solutions to your problems. What you will learn
Adopt the latest JDK 11 and JDK 12 features in your applications Solve cuttingedge problems relating to collections and data structures Get to grips with
functional-style programming using lambdas Perform asynchronous
communication and parallel data processing Solve strings and number problems
using the latest Java APIs Become familiar with different aspects of object
immutability in Java Implement the correct practices and clean code techniques
Who this book is for If you are a Java developer who wants to level-up by solving
real-world problems, then this book is for you. Working knowledge of Java is
required to get the most out of this book.
For more than 35 years, the Hoffman Process has been recognized as one of the
most potent transformational processes; however, the 8-day residential program
is out of reach for most people. Now, Tim Laurence reveals this powerful
methodology with warmth and clarity. Using practical exercises, personal stories,
case histories, and insightful commentary, Laurence skillfully teaches how to
identify and resolve the inherited patterns of behavior that cause emotional and
spiritual pain. In this book readers will learn powerful ways to: Break the
compulsive patterns that run your life, exercise your own free will, and regain
control of your thoughts and behavior Free up energy by releasing your pent-up
resentments and directly experience your own spirituality Identify what you really
want in life, and finally make the changes you have been putting off for years The
Hoffman Process is endorsed by an extraordinary array of experts and leaders
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from all walks of life, and it includes the results of a grant research study proving
the long-term effectiveness of the Process.
With over 75 million downloads per month, Spring Boot is the most widely used
Java framework available. Its ease and power have revolutionized application
development from monoliths to microservices. Yet Spring Boot's simplicity can
also be confounding. How do developers learn enough to be productive
immediately? This practical book shows you how to use this framework to write
successful mission-critical applications. Mark Heckler from VMware, the company
behind Spring, guides you through Spring Boot's architecture and approach,
covering topics such as debugging, testing, and deployment. If you want to
develop cloud native Java or Kotlin applications with Spring Boot rapidly and
effectively--using reactive programming, building APIs, and creating database
access of all kinds--this book is for you. Learn how Spring Boot simplifies cloud
native application development and deployment Build reactive applications and
extend communication across the network boundary to create distributed
systems Understand how Spring Boot's architecture and approach increase
developer productivity and application portability Deploy Spring Boot applications
for production workloads rapidly and reliably Monitor application and system
health for optimal performance and reliability Debug, test, and secure cloudbased applications painlessly
Solve all your Spring 5 problems using complete and real-world code examples.
When you start a new project, you’ll be able to copy the code and configuration
files from this book, and then modify them for your needs. This can save you a
great deal of work over creating a project from scratch. The recipes in Spring 5
Recipes cover Spring fundamentals such as Spring IoC container, Spring AOP/
AspectJ, and more. Other recipes include Spring enterprise solutions for topics
such as Spring Java EE integration, Spring Integration, Spring Batch, Spring
Remoting, messaging, transactions, and working with big data and the cloud
using Hadoop and MongoDB. Finally, Spring web recipes cover Spring MVC,
other dynamic scripting, integration with the popular Grails Framework (and
Groovy), REST/web services, and more. You’ll also see recipes on new topics
such as Spring Framework 5, reactive Spring, Spring 5 microservices, the
functional web framework and much more. This book builds upon the best-selling
success of the previous editions and focuses on the latest Spring Framework
features for building enterprise Java applications. What You'll Learn Get reusable code recipes and snippets for core Spring, annotations and other
development tools Access Spring MVC for web development Work with Spring
REST and microservices for web services development and integration into your
enterprise Java applications Use Spring Batch, NoSQL and big data for building
and integrating various cloud computing services and resources Integrate Java
Enterprise Edition and other Java APIs for use in Spring Use Grails code and
much more Who This Book Is For Experienced Java and Spring programmers.
Discover the latest features of Spring framework by building robust, fast, and
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reactive web applications Key Features Take advantage of all the features of
Spring 5.0 with third party tools to build a robust back end Secure Spring based
web application using Spring Security framework with LDAP and OAuth protocol
Develop robust and scalable microservice based applications on Spring Cloud,
using Spring Boot Book Description Spring makes it easy to create RESTful
applications, merge with social services, communicate with modern databases,
secure your system, and make your code modular and easy to test. With the
arrival of Spring Boot, developers can really focus on the code and deliver great
value, with minimal contour. This book will show you how to build various projects
in Spring 5.0, using its features and third party tools. We'll start by creating a web
application using Spring MVC, Spring Data, the World Bank API for some
statistics on different countries, and MySQL database. Moving ahead, you'll build
a RESTful web services application using Spring WebFlux framework. You'll be
then taken through creating a Spring Boot-based simple blog management
system, which uses Elasticsearch as the data store. Then, you'll use Spring
Security with the LDAP libraries for authenticating users and create a central
authentication and authorization server using OAuth 2 protocol. Further, you'll
understand how to create Spring Boot-based monolithic application using
JHipster. Toward the end, we'll create an online book store with microservice
architecture using Spring Cloud and Netflix OSS components, and a task
management system using Spring and Kotlin. By the end of the book, you'll be
able to create coherent and flexible real-time web applications using Spring
Framework. What you will learn Build Spring based application using Bootstrap
template and JQuery Understand the Spring WebFlux framework and how it uses
Reactor library Interact with Elasticsearch for indexing, querying, and aggregating
data Create a simple monolithic application using JHipster Use Spring Security
and Spring Security LDAP and OAuth libraries for Authentication Develop a
microservice-based application with Spring Cloud and Netflix Work on Spring
Framework with Kotlin Who this book is for This book is for competent Spring
developers who wish to understand how to develop complex yet flexible
applications with Spring. You must have a good knowledge of Java programming
and be familiar with the basics of Spring.
Quickly and productively develop complex Spring applications and microservices
- out of the box - with minimal fuss on things like configurations. This book will
show you how to fully leverage the Spring Boot productivity suite of tools and
how to apply them through the use of case studies. Pro Spring Boot is your
authoritative hands-on practical guide for increasing your Spring Frameworkbased enterprise Java and cloud application productivity while decreasing
development time using the Spring Boot productivity suite of tools. It's a no
nonsense guide with case studies of increasing complexity throughout the book.
This book is written by Felipe Gutierrez, a Spring expert consultant who works
with Pivotal, the company behind the popular Spring Framework. What You Will
Learn Write your first Spring Boot application Configure Spring Boot Use the
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Spring Boot Actuator Carry out web development with Spring Boot Build
microservices with Spring Boot Handle databases and messaging with Spring
Boot Test and deploy with Spring Boot Extend Spring Boot and its available plugins Who This Book Is For Experienced Spring and Java developers seeking
increased productivity gains and decreased complexity and development time in
their applications and software services.
Build a microservices architecture with Spring Boot, by evolving an application
from a small monolith to an event-driven architecture composed of several
services. This book follows an incremental approach to teach microservice
structure, test-driven development, Eureka, Ribbon, Zuul, and end-to-end tests
with Cucumber. Author Moises Macero follows a very pragmatic approach to
explain the benefits of using this type of software architecture, instead of keeping
you distracted with theoretical concepts. He covers some of the state-of-the-art
techniques in computer programming, from a practical point of view. You’ll focus
on what's important, starting with the minimum viable product but keeping the
flexibility to evolve it. What You'll Learn Build microservices with Spring Boot Use
event-driven architecture and messaging with RabbitMQ Create RESTful
services with Spring Master service discovery with Eureka and load balancing
with Ribbon Route requests with Zuul as your API gateway Write end-to-end
rests for an event-driven architecture using Cucumber Carry out continuous
integration and deployment Who This Book Is For Those with at least some prior
experience with Java programming. Some prior exposure to Spring Boot
recommended but not required.
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